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The commentary does a great job putting everything in context. I want to apologize if I spelled anyone's name
wrong. The opinions published are solely those of the respective reviewers and may not reflect the opinions of
CriticalBlast. Rampage plays the top heel role so perfectly, and I love the way they keep teasing that Stu
Bennett and him may have some kind of agreement going on. Stu Bennett was great here as the heel
commissioner and commentator. The audience, naturally, lapped it up like Kool-Aid. Back to a classic "heel
vs face" tag team match. Banks come out for a championship celebration. This three way had great potential
but fell flat due to hijinks meaning Jinny retained, whilst fan favourites Millie McKenzie and Toni Storm were
left drawing the short straws. Gabirel Kidd's opportunity is revealed, but it is teased that it might be something
awful my money is on Crater. They went near twenty minutes, and never let up once. I also loved the mix of
young wrestlers and a longtime veteran like Doug Williams. The storytelling is solid, but simple where you
can jump in without having to know much backstory. Next week, we get a ladder match, a match to determine
their first Women's champion, and more tag team tournament action. The live audience bayed for blood and
waved giant foam fingers, although there was a disappointing lack of enraged grannies marching down to
ringside to whack the baddies with their handbags. See also. Can't wait for more! The show started with Stu
Bennett announcing that WoS was going to be moving away from the clowns and fools so prevalent in British
wrestling. Not that the Masked Ace is suggesting that you should violate any copyright laws Sysum and
Rampage were immediately in the position of the company's top god guy and bad guy, which carried into the
main event where Rampage managed to steal the win and the WoS title. Next up is a ladder match, with the
winner getting a big opportunity next week. The show was pre-taped, and at times it felt like the matches were
edited in odd ways.


